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disrupt our bridge traffic, they're
not welcome to disrupt our community," he told the BBC.
While many of the vehicles are
now gone, a hundred or so people
remain blocking the road - a mix
of evangelical Christians, antimask mums, vaccine skeptics and
local residents who are tired of
lockdowns and vaccine passports.
"They [government leaders]
are not following the laws that
God gave them," said Tina, who
did not give the BBC her last
name. The young woman's eyes
welled with tears when she described how vaccine mandates

said before, we are in the window
when an invasion could begin at
any time should Vladimir Putin
decide to order it.”
Russia has deployed more
than 100,000 ground soldiers to
its borders with Ukraine in recent
weeks and is carrying out military
exercises in Belarus and naval
manoeuvres in the Black Sea.
Moscow has denied it intends to
invade Ukraine but has demanded
new security guarantees, including that Ukraine will never join
the NATO alliance. Sullivan’s
comments were delivered after a
nearly 80-minute conference call
between President Biden and European allies, conducted from the
White House’s secure situation
room amid escalating troop movements and a flurry of diplomacy.
Participants in the call included
the leaders of Canada, France,
Germany, Italy, Poland, Romania
and the United Kingdom, along
with the heads of the European
Commission and NATO. The
group discussed diplomatic “engagements with Russia in multiple formats” and agreed on
“readiness to impose massive consequences and severe economic
costs on Russia” if it invades
Ukraine, according to a White
House account of the call.
The US and Russian military
chiefs of staff also spoke on the
phone on Friday, according to the
Pentagon. France’s Emmanuel
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have impacted her family.
"I want to see my family if
they get sick. I've seen so many
families die alone, they cannot say
their goodbyes. It's not fair," she
said. "My nieces - they don't
know where their grandpa went
because they didn't get to say
goodbye."
Police have pushed them forward, inch by inch, down the empty road away from the bridge, but
their gains are slow. The occupied
roads have many entry points and
are surrounded by residential
streets and backyards, making it
easy to walk in. People are com-

Americans should leave
Ukraine within 48 hours,
White House warns
A top United States official
has warned that the Russian military is in a position to invade
Ukraine within days and urged
Americans to leave the country
immediately. Jake Sullivan, US
President Joe Biden’s national security adviser, said at a White
House media briefing on Friday
that US observations and intelligence show Russia has all the military elements in place needed for
an invasion of Ukraine.
A rapid assault on the city of
Kyiv beginning with an aerial
bombing campaign is a possibility and could come before the end
of the Winter Olympic Games in
Beijing next week, Sullivan said.
“We can’t pinpoint the day
at this point, and we can’t pinpoint the hour, but that is a very,
very distinct possibility,” Sullivan
said, cautioning that US officials
still do not believe Putin has decided to invade and the US continues to seek a diplomatic outcome to the crisis.
“We are not saying that a decision has been taken – that a final
decision has been taken by President Putin. What we are saying is
that, we have a sufficient level of
concern based on what we are seeing on the ground,” Sullivan told
reporters at the White House.
“We continue to see signs of
Russian escalation, including new
forces arriving at the Ukrainian
border,” Sullivan said. “As we’ve
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Canada truckers protest:
After a police raid, what next?
A police raid on the bridge
blockade at Windsor, Ontario,
failed to shut it down. With protesters in Ottawa also digging in,
what will it take to get them to
budge?
They arrived by the bus load
- police in balaclavas and carrying
long guns, ready to oust dozens
of protesters blocking roads leading to the Ambassador Bridge.
There were pickups and SUVs
festooned with Canadian flags,
anti-vaccination slogans and antiTrudeau epithets, as well as some
heavy commercial trucks.
About 100 vehicles have been
parked along the roughly 2km
(1.25 miles) of road leading up to
the bridge for almost a week.
The Freedom Convoy, as it's
been called, began as a protest
against a mandate requiring truckers who cross the US-Canada border to be vaccinated.
But the group is not united
by any one occupation - rather,
they share a distrust of vaccines,
a concern for government overreach and a general dislike of Prime
Minister Justin Trudeau.
More than 12 hours after a
court issued an injunction ordering the Windsor site to be cleared,
the police moved in on Saturday
morning. A number of vehicles
agreed to leave immediately, although not without a loud honk
or a shout of disapproval.
More were ticketed and
towed in the evening. But vehicles are no longer the problem,
says Jason Bellaire, deputy chief
of operations for the Windsor
Police Service.
The problem is the people, he
says.
"We need to make it exceeding clear they're not welcome to
stay here, they're not welcome to
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Macron will speak with Putin on
Saturday, the French presidency
has said. Biden will also speak
with Putin on Saturday, a White
House official told the Reuters
news agency.
The US will be sending 3,000
US-based forces from the army’s
82nd Airborne Division to Poland
in the coming days. The new deployment is in addition to 8,500
soldiers the US has already placed
on alert for deployment to NATO
countries and 3,000 soldiers now
being sent to Poland, Romania, and
Germany.
Sullivan emphasised US deployments are defensive in nature
and American forces would not
engage in hostilities with Russian
troops in the event of an invasion
of Ukraine. Americans in Ukraine
should leave within the next 24 to
48 hours, and anyone who needs
help obtaining transport out of the
country should contact the American embassy in Kyiv, Sullivan
said. “The risk is now high enough
and the threat is immediate enough
that prudence demands that it is
the time to leave now,” Sullivan
said. “While commercial options
and commercial rail and air service exist while the roads are open,
the President will not be putting
the lives of our men and women
in uniform at risk by sending them
into a war zone to rescue people
who could have left now but
chose not to. aljazeera

ing and going freely, helping the
protest grow.
While law enforcement has
come prepared with armoured
vehicles and tactical gear, they
seem hesitant to act aggressively.
So far they've made few arrests.
Carrying flags and singing "O
Canada", the nation's anthem, the
protesters say they won't go until all mandates are over.
Canada has a 90% vaccination
rate, far higher than the US, and in
many parts of the country you
need to show proof of vaccination to access bars, gyms and restaurants. bbc

Swiss vote on
tobacco ad ban
long after
neighbours
Swiss voters go to the polls
on Sunday to decide on a raft of
measures, including a ban on tobacco advertising anywhere young
people might see it.
In effect it would be a complete ban.
That might cause some raised
eyebrows among Switzerland's
European neighbours, most of
whom adopted strict rules on tobacco advertising years ago.
But Switzerland, despite its
healthy, environmentally friendly image, has the most lax regulations on tobacco in Europe.
Long after smoking in pubs
and restaurants was outlawed in
the UK, France, or Germany, the
Swiss were still puffing away.
Supermarket shoppers would
be regularly approached by smiling young women giving away
free samples of the latest cigarette
brand. And while those things
have now been banned, tobacco
advertising remains.
The World Health Organization's historic Framework Convention on Tobacco Control was
negotiated in Geneva almost 20
years ago.
Switzerland signed it, but still
hasn't ratified it - the only country in Europe not to - because its
legislation on advertising is not
compliant.
Compared with much of Europe, cigarettes here are cheap and
27% of Swiss adults smoke - higher than the European average.

Saudi Arabia transfers 4
percent of Aramco shares
to sovereign wealth fund
Saudi Arabia’s Crown
Prince Mohammed bin Salman
has transferred four percent of
Saudi Aramco to the Public Investment Fund (PIF), Saudi
Arabia’s sovereign wealth fund,
the government said on Sunday.
The Crown Prince said the
state remains the largest shareholder in Saudi Aramco after the
transfer process, as it retains
more than 94 percent of the
company’s shares.
A 4 percent stake would be
worth nearly $80 billion, based
on the company’s market capitalization.
The transfer of existing
shares would help to boost PIF’s
assets under management, which
are targeted to grow to about 4
trillion riyals ($1.07 trillion) by
the end of 2025, the Crown
Prince said in a statement.
Saudi Aramco said in a statement the transfer was a private
transaction between the government and the
state fund. “The
company is not
a party to the
transfer and did
not enter into
any agreements
or pay or receive any proceeds from that
transfer,” it said.
It said the
move would not
affect the number of issued

shares or the company’s operations, strategy, dividends distribution policy or governance
framework. It added that the
shares transferred would rank
equally among other existing ordinary shares.
Saudi officials had previously raised the possibility of Aramco share sales. The PIF did not
comment.
The head of Saudi Arabia’s
sovereign wealth fund Yasir alRumayyan said last year that Saudi Aramco may consider selling
more shares if market conditions
are right.
The Wall Street Journal recently reported that the kingdom
is planning to list more shares in
Aramco and is targeting a stake
sale of as much as $50 billion.
Aramco, the world’s biggest
oil company, completed the
world’s largest initial public offering in late 2019, raising $29.4
billion. alarabiya

COVID pandemic’s
‘acute phase’ could end
by midyear: WHO

The head of the World Health
Organization has said the acute
phase of the pandemic could end
this year, if about 70 percent of
the world gets vaccinated.
“Our expectation is that the
acute phase of this pandemic will
end this year, of course with one
condition, the 70 percent vaccination [target is achieved] by mid
this year around June, July,”
Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus,
told reporters in South Africa on
Friday.
“If that is to be done, the acute
phase can really end, and that is
what we are expecting. It’s in our
hands. It’s not a matter of chance.
It’s a matter of choice.”
He was speaking during a visit to Afrigen Biologics and Vaccines, which has produced the
first mRNA COVID vaccine made
in Africa using Moderna’s sequence.
“We expect this vaccine to be
more suited to the contexts in
which it will be used, with fewer
storage constraints and at a lower
price,” said the WHO boss.
The vaccine will be ready for
clinical trials in November, with
approval expected in 2024.
Afrigen is leading the pilot

project, backed by the WHO and
the COVAX initiative.
Tedros also urged African
countries to back efforts to set up
an African medicines regulator.
He said that continental institutions like the planned African
Medicines Agency were important because they could cut costs
and help fight counterfeit or poorquality drugs.
Tedros’s comments came a
day after Matshidiso Moeti, Africa director for the WHO, said
the continent is transitioning out
of the pandemic phase of the
COVID-19 outbreak. With a more
optimistic view, she said Africa is
moving towards a situation where
it will be managing the virus over
the long term.
The pandemic is moving into
a different phase … We think that
we’re moving now, especially with
the vaccination expected to increase, into what might become a
kind of endemic living with the
virus,” Moeti told a media briefing on Thursday.
“Against the odds, including
huge inequities in access to vaccinations, we’ve weathered the
COVID-19 storm with resilience
and determination,” she said.

Sudan: Burhan
dismisses
sanctions
threats, lauds
ties with Israel
Sudan’s military leader General Abdel Fattah al-Burhan has
made comments in which he dismissed Western threats of sanctions tied to protests in the country and discussed meetings between Sudanese and Israeli officials he said were for security cooperation, not politics.
In his first interview on state
television since the coup, Burhan
said on Saturday that Washington
was receiving inaccurate information.
He also lauded ties with Israel, saying intelligence sharing between the two former adversaries
helped arrest suspected fighters
in his country.
Protesters have been on the
streets for months since Burhan
led a military coup in October last
year that ended a civilian-military
partnership that was meant to
lead to democratic elections, a
move that was also widely condemned by the international community. US officials have said they
are looking into options to respond to the killing of at least 79
protesters, according to a toll by
medics, and to moves to impede
civilian-led government.
“Sanctions and the threat of
them are not useful,” Burhan said
in the interview, adding that he
took personal responsibility for
investigations of protester deaths
and that five or six were ongoing.

US F-22 fighter
jets arrive in
UAE following
Houthi
attacks
US F-22 fighter jets arrived
at an air base in the United Arab
Emirates (UAE) on Saturday following a spate of unprecedented
attacks in Abu Dhabi by Houthi
fighters in Yemen, the US Air
force said on Saturday.
In recent weeks, the Iranbacked Houthis have waged a
string of largely failed strikes on
UAE targets that have triggered
Emirati and US air defenses and
have even seen American troops
based there briefly taking shelter.
The jets arrived at the UAE
base as part of a multifaceted
demonstration of US support
after a series of attacks throughout January threatened US and
Emirati armed forces stationed
at the host installation, the statement said.
The US Secretary of Defense ordered the rapid deployment of the fifth-generation aircraft in coordination with Abu
Dhabi Crown Prince Mohammed Bin Zayed Al Nahyan of
the UAE, said a statement by
the United States Air Forces
Central.
It will join a range of joint,
coalition and allied and partner
combat air power capabilities
already based across the region.
The airmen and F-22s are
deployed from the 1st Fighter
Wing, located at Joint Base Langley-Eustis, Virginia, the US Air
Force said. Last week the US
general overseeing Middle East
operations told Reuters the US
will help the UAE replenish interceptors it uses to knock down
incoming missiles. The recent
Houthi attacks have thrown a
spotlight on so-far unsuccessful
UN-led efforts to broker an end
to the war in Yemen, which since
2015 has pitted the Houthis
against an Arab military coalition
that includes the UAE.

